12      HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH NOVK1,
The four      A fund of unexhausted assets remained ove<  fiom the eat her
mam stems tjmej of which a rough inventory was given in the pre\ urns \olutne.
of Eliza-  jt cons;stedj not of the tarnished lehcs of medueval «oniane\\ hut
tction       °f tne a»ecdotes and domestic stones, the jests and skits, which
were the English equivalent of the /<//>//«/a.   These shmuxi that
even dull, or at any rate unletteied, people could K 'iiku'sud in
the common incidents and humours of the life tlu\   themsi]\et»
lived—an interest which was to persist in humble kinds of fiction,
though its lights to the foremost place were not to he iecoj;m/,id
for a long time yet.   Meanwhile the wits weie spinning iahKs of
the adventures of kings and princes and shephcids in a fane if ul
Arcady, or making some threadbare tale a vehicle foi then learning
or their ingenious lucubiations on the world and man
The fund of native assets may be distinguished as tlu popular
contribution to the future novel. The learned contnbution was
threefold. First there were the tianslations or fiee adaptations of
ancient and of contempoiary fiction, in which the foieign, and inoie
especially the Italian, impetus »s most clearly opeiame Then
appeared the curious blend of moral disquisition and stoiy tvpifiod
by Eufhuest which drew two-thirds of its inspiration fioni Italy
and Spain. And almost simultaneously came the development of
pastoral romance, now in the simple fashion of the Italian id) lints
and now in combination with chivalnc adventure after the mannci
of the Peninsula. In the learned category may also be included
that form of direct criticism of life, the analytical portrait of char-
acter, which traces its main line of descent from Theophrastus ;
it was a favourite in the early decades of the seventeenth century.
This, even more than the didactic story, is a philosophic dissertation,
or even a scientific dissection, rather than fiction in the aitibtk
sense, though it was often handled with genuine artistry. Yet it
was to have more telling effects on the rise of a true critical realism
than either euphuism or arcadianism, wide as was their vogue for
a time.
English varieties of picaresque story may perhaps be entered
more appropriately side by side with the popular contribution, for
they were not merely tales about the common people, but were
also intended for the most part to amuse or edify persons of the
same class; and their generic relation to the beggar-books, the

